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…Then the door flew open, and everyone jumped. For one scary moment Billy 
thought it was their snowman standing there.

“Mr. Carter?” Miss Bailey gasped. “Is that you?”
“Sure is,” he said. “Come to tell you that the road’s filled in with snow. You’re 

stuck here for the night!”
One of the little boys started to cry.
“Oh, but we can’t stay here,” Miss Bailey said. “We don’t have food or blankets...” 

Then she clapped her hands briskly. “We’re leaving,” she announced. “Mae and Billy, 
do you think your folks would mind some guests for the night? Your home is the only 
one close enough to walk to.”

…Miss Bailey walked around the room like a general getting her army ready to 
fight. “Jacob and Henry, turn down the lamps,” she ordered. “Mittens, everyone. If you 
have a scarf, tie it over your nose.”

When they were ready, she clapped again. “Mr. Carter, open the door please.”
Outside, Miss Bailey lined them up. “Mr. Carter, you lead the way,” she said.  

“Littlest boys and girls next— I’ll walk with them. The rest of you, arrange yourself by 
size. Biggest boys at the end. Forward, march!”

Away they went.

Miss Bailey is a strong leader. 

The text also compared her to a “general in the army.”

PROMPT: Describe Miss Bailey, the teacher, in this situation. Provide details from the text to support your inference.

Excerpts from The Blizzard, 

Betty Ren Wright
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First, Miss Bailey is a strong leader.
The text states that she “ordered” the students to put on their mittens and scarves.
The text also compared her to a “general in the army.”
These details prove that Miss Bailey is a strong leader because she takes charge in difficult situations.

A second trait Miss Bailey reveals is that she is a problem-solver.
According to the excerpt, she knew they couldn’t stay at the school because they didn’t have food or blankets.
She proposed solving that problem by walking to the closest house. 
These details prove that Miss Bailey is a problem-solver because she was able to think on her feet. 

Finally, Miss Bailey is concerned for others.
One example from the passage is when she announces that she will walk with the littlest boys and girls.
A second example is when she assigns Mr. Carter to lead the way and the biggest boys to bring up the rear.
These details reveal Miss Bailey is concerned about the younger and smaller kids so she sandwiches them between bigger people.

In The Blizzard, Miss Bailey demonstrates that she is a leader, a problem-solver, and a caretaker of others. 

Within just a few passages, it’s clear that Betty Ren Wright developed Miss Bailey as a character who can lead, 
problem-solve, and take care of others. 
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Supersized!
Yes, MA'AM

Yes, MA’AM Extended Response

PROMPT: During the blizzard, Miss Bailey  
demonstrates several character traits. Name three  
and support them using details from these excerpts.

Excerpts from The Blizzard, 

Betty Ren Wright




